OSE began caring for senior citizens in the 90’s, as “OSE Children” were advancing in old age.

THE EDITH KREMDORF AND JOSEPH WEILL DAY CENTERS
They are located in the heart of Paris and cater for people suffering from serious conditions associated with ageing, such as Alzheimer’s. They propose activities as well as therapeutic stays under the care of psychologists, nurses, caregivers, art-therapists, among others. Each center welcomes up to 25 patients per day.

Both centers propose therapy stays of several weeks, during which the patient is fully cared for, allowing the patient’s family to take a break. The Joseph Weill Day Center is engaged in an experimental program focused on caring for “young” Alzheimer patients aged 55 and over. The Center has also created a Caregivers’ Club, in support of family caregivers as well as more generally in support of families of Alzheimer patients. This project was awarded a Prize for Social Innovation in 2014.

THE CAFÉ DES PSAUMES
On Rue des Rosiers, it is the first non-profit-run café in Paris Jewish community. Ageing people are often isolated in urban communities, with mobility issues and increasing dependence on others. The Café is both an important meeting place that enhances social relationships and a gateway towards more specific services in terms of medical, psychological and social support. The Café is also a vivid cultural and intellectual center in the heart of the historic Parisian Jewish neighborhood. In partnership with local Jewish communities, OSE launched a “moving Café”, thus making the spirit of Café des Psaumes accessible to all.

“We have received much-needed help from OSE.”
- A family caregiver